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Abstract— Correct interpretation of tandem mass spectrom-
etry (MS/MS) data is a critical step in the protein identifi-
cation process. Comparing experimental spectra against a
library of simulated spectra generated from a database is the
most common strategy for this interpretation. Unfortunately,
problems arise when treating unsequenced species since, in
this case, the proteins to be identified are absent from the
databanks and experimental spectra can only be compared
to theoretical spectra from close and already sequenced
organisms. In this context, spectra comparisons become a
notoriously difficult problem.
In this paper, we deal with this problem by considerably
improving PacketSpectralAlignment (PSA), a method we
presented in [1]. First, we explain how to take full advantage
of PSA by carefully selecting the most promising alignment
positions during the algorithm, and how to precisely fix
the parameters of PSA. Second, we present a new method,
referred to as PSAwEL, which allows a better localisation of
modifications. We then propose a new peptide identification
framework that integrates these improvements. Finally, we
propose a comparison between PSA and the reference,
SpectralAlignment [2], which shows that PSA behaves better
in terms of: (i) quality of the results; and (ii) execution time.
Our tests were conducted on the ISB dataset [3]. We then
validate our new framework on Brachypodium data.
Keywords: Proteomics, MS/MS, Spectra Alignment, Peptide
Identification, Unsequenced species
1. Introduction
In proteomics, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is a
common technique used to analyse proteins. By selecting,
isolating and fragmenting the peptides, the tandem mass
spectrometer produces a large number of MS/MS spectra.
The protein identification process relies on the correct inter-
pretation of these spectra. Each spectrum must be associated
with the peptide it best represents, and once the peptides
are correctly identified, they must be clustered to identify
proteins.
The correct interpretation of a spectrum is a crucial step
toward protein identification. The most widely used method
relies on spectra comparison. It compares the experimental
spectra produced by the mass spectrometer with theoretical
spectra inferred from the different peptides generated by an
in silico digestion of all the proteins contained in a databank.
After a filtering process that aims at eliminating noise and
incorrect candidates [4], comparisons between experimental
and theoretical spectra are evaluated and ordered accord-
ing to a given scoring function. The theoretical spectrum
with the best score is associated with the corresponding
experimental spectrum. The most intuitive scoring function
is known as Shared Peaks Count (or SPC), and consists in
counting the number of common peaks between both spectra.
Many commercial or academic spectra comparison software
systems, such as MASCOT [5] or SEQUEST [6] are based
on SPC. Other more recent tools such as X!Tandem [7] or
InsPecT [8] have led to improvements in terms of speed by
adding efficient filtering methods.
Unfortunately, even with their latest improvements, these
methods have limits, notably when the species under study
are unsequenced. Since no protein databank exists for such
species, spectra comparison can only be undertaken with the-
oretical spectra obtained from close and already sequenced
organisms. Consequently, this means that multiple and vari-
ous modifications (i.e., insertion, deletion or substitution of
one or several amino acid(s)) may appear inside most of the
peptides, which implies that many MS/MS spectra will not
have an exact match inside the databank.
There are several solutions available at this time to ad-
dress this difficulty. The first one consists in extending the
databank by applying all the possible modifications to each
peptide from the databank. However, this solution, which
leads to an exponential number of possibilities, is obviously
too time-consuming [9] when applied to unsequenced or-
ganisms. The other one, SpectralAlignment (SA) [2], [10],
[11], is a dynamic programming algorithm that has been
designed to identify peptides in the presence of modifications
and Post Translational Modifications (PTM). However, as we
will see later, it cannot deal with too many modifications (at
most 2 [10]), and also presents some difficulties in terms of
execution time on large datasets.
The main objective of this paper is to show that it is
possible to improve spectra comparison in order to allow
a better identification of peptides in presence of unexpected
modifications. By unexpected, we mean that the user does
not need to define them prior to identification.
In a previous work, we presented a new spectra compar-
ison algorithm, PacketSpectralAlignment (PSA), based on a
dynamic programming approach described in detail in [1].
This algorithm uses two intrinsic characteristics of spectra
that we referred to as “symmetry” and “packet”, two notions
that had never been previously taken into account (they are
briefly presented in Section 2). In this paper, we go one step
further by showing how we can take better advantage of the
notion of packet. In Section 3, we begin by fully exploiting
its potential with the notion of possible positions. We then
deal with the practical issues of setting the parameters of
PSA in order to obtain a good trade-off between execution
time and quality of the results. In Section 4, we propose an
enhanced version of PSA, called PacketSpectralAlignment
with Exclusion List (or PSAwEL), specifically designed to
allow the precise localisation of modifications. In Section 5,
we show how we can integrate PSA into a complete peptide
identification framework. Section 6 includes experiments
that: (i) validate the improvements we have made to PSA
by comparing it to SpectralAlignment; and (ii) validate our
new framework. Section 7 is the conclusion.
2. Preliminaries
An MS/MS analysis induces peptide fragmentations, and
the mass spectrometer determines the masses for peptides
and their fragments. Although many peptide bonds could
possibly be fragmented, the most significant cuts appear
along the peptide backbone.
An MS/MS spectrum is mainly composed of a set of
peaks, where each significant peak represents the mass
resulting from the dissociation of a given peptide into two
fragmented ions: an N-terminal ion (ai, bi, ci), and a C-
terminal ion (xi, yi, zi) (see Fig.1). Additionally, peaks
corresponding to neutral loss (water, ammonia) are also
frequently observed. It can be observed that a symmetry
exists between N-terminal and C-terminal peaks for each
given fragmentation: the N-terminal peak corresponding to
the N-terminal ion and the C-terminal peak are linked
by the relationship m(C-terminal) = m(peptide) − m(N-
terminal) − 20, where m(X) represents the mass of the
fragment X (note that the value of −20 is due to the fact
that the peptide is not symmetric at its extremities (Fig.1)
and to ionisation). This notion of symmetry is valid for all
fragmentations.
Fig. 1: Fragmentation points inside a peptide containing four
amino acids (AAi with i ∈ [1; 4]). Ri (i ∈ [1; 4]) are chemi-
cal compounds that determine the corresponding amino acid.
The notation was introduced by Roepstorff et al. [12].
The presence of a modification in a peptide can be
deduced by observing a difference in the peptide mass and
a shift in all the masses of the fragments containing the
modification. Nevertheless, in order to take a modification
into account in a spectrum, it is not possible to simply
shift all the peaks located to the right of the modification
site because such shifts would destroy the link between N-
terminal and C-terminal peaks, causing the inner symmetry
to be broken. Given an experimental spectrum and a set
of theoretical spectra obtained from a protein databank, our
goal is to determine which theoretical spectrum best fits
the experimental spectrum. In order to conserve the inner
symmetry during the spectra alignment even if modification
does exist, both theoretical and experimental spectra need to
be pre-processed before alignment.
Construction of a theoretical spectrum using packets:
Since the theoretical spectrum (St) is built in silico, we
decided to replace the C-terminal peaks with their respective
symmetric peaks for computational purposes. Let mi be
the mass of the i-th C-terminal peak. Its mass is then
replaced by Mpeptide −mi, where Mpeptide is the mass of
the peptide represented in St. After application of symmetry,
the theoretical spectrum is referred to as the theoretical
symmetric spectrum (or SSt).
Fig. 2: A fragment of the theoretical spectrum correspond-
ing to peptide QQQQQEGEEEGFIIR, after application of
symmetry. The grey area represents a single packet.
For the construction of SSt, we chose to keep, for
each type of fragmentation, the nine most frequent peaks
observed in experimental spectra when using a Q-TOF mass
spectrometer [13], [14]. After the application of symmetry,
these nine peaks may be clustered into a single packet. A
packet represents all the fragmentations occurring between
two consecutive amino acids of the peptide. Therefore, SSt
can now be represented by a list of packets rather than a list
of peaks. An example of a packet is shown in the grey area
of Fig.2.
Applying symmetry to experimental spectra: In order
to make the alignment consistent, modifications similar to
those applied to the theoretical spectrum should be applied
to the experimental spectrum. Unfortunately, the distinction
between C-terminal and N-terminal peaks in an experimental
spectrum (Se) is a complex task. For this reason, we decided
to add a new symmetric peak for each existing peak in
Se, generating a new experimental symmetric spectrum
(SSe). However, in that case, it is necessary to prohibit the
alignment of certain pairs of peaks: for example, N-terminal
peaks from SSt should only be aligned with the “original”
peaks from SSe. To do this, we just need to keep track of
whether or not it is original, for each peak.
Alignment of spectra: PacketSpectralAlignment searches
for the best alignment between the two spectra, SSe and
SSt, that is, the alignment that obtains the best possible
score, based on the assumption that a higher score means a
better similarity. In order to find this alignment, we rely on a
dynamic programming approach, as was previously done by
Pevzner et al. [2]. The main distinction is that PSA does
not align the peaks from SSt on the peaks of SSe, but
the packets from SSt on peaks from SSe. Moreover, PSA
prohibits the overlapping of two packets (see [1] for more
details about PSA).
Datasets and evaluation of the results: In this paper, we
often need to evaluate the quality of PSA, notably in order
to tune correctly the different parameters. For this, we use
a set of experimental data coming from the analysis of 18
well-known proteins: the ISB dataset [3]. By comparing the
results provided by the ISB on these experimental data to
the results we have obtained using PSA, we can compute
the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true
negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). Using these values,
it is possible to plot a Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curve for each experiment, using ROCR [15]. A
ROC curve represents the plotting of the true positive rate
(TPR = TP/(TP + FN)) versus the false positive rate
(FPR = FP/(FP + TN)). In order to decide the value
to which a parameter should be set, we look at the area
under the ROC curve (AUC). AUC is a good value to assess
the quality of the results and is equivalent to the probability
that a given method will rank a randomly chosen positive
instance higher than it will rank a randomly chosen negative
instance. Thus, the higher the AUC is, the better the results
are [16].
In this paper, all parameters are evaluated on run number
2 of the 2nd Mix on the Q-TOF 1 mass spectrometer from
the ISB dataset [17]. This run contains 589 experimental
spectra and is referred to as the ISB_dataset in this paper.
Concerning databanks, two were used: (i) the 18mix that
contains the 18 proteins from the above-mentioned analysed
mix; (ii) the 18mix_rice1700 databank, obtained by adding
1700 randomly chosen rice proteins to the 18mix databank,
to incorporate noise.
3. Improvements of PSA
3.1 Filtering the peaks from SSe
Before any comparison between an experimental spectrum
and theoretical spectra can be made, we need to filter out the
background noise it contains. Based on results found in [4]
and in our own experiments (see Fig.3(a)) , we chose to
select only the six most intense peaks along a sliding window
with a width of 110 Da, which corresponds to the average
size of an amino acid. Fig.3(a) shows that these parameters
guarantee the best trade-off between quality (AUC) and
execution time on the ISB_dataset.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3: (a) Behaviour of PSA in function of the number
of peaks kept during the filtering process. (b) AUC for
several packet scoring functions that take into account peak
intensity. Peak rank refers to the rank of the peaks when
they are ordered by intensity, 0 being the most intense. All
the tests were conducted on the ISB_dataset.
3.2 Possible Positions
For any theoretical spectrum SSt obtained from a peptide
P , it is important to note that the notion of packet does
not depend on the precise identity of the amino acids that
compose P . Thus, PSA aims at aligning peaks from SSe
to peaks from SSt by sliding a single packet P (that
contains all the peaks from a single fragmentation) along
SSe. However, PSA can be easily improved, in terms of
execution time, by a pre-process that consists in keeping
only possible positions in memory, that is, positions in SSe
where the peaks from P are “sufficiently well” aligned with
peaks from SSe. More precisely, the possible positions will
be positions in SSe for which the alignment score between
P and SSe will be greater than or equal a given threshold
T . It remains to determine the value of T , which can only be
done once the peaks from SSe are filtered and the “packet
scoring function” is fixed.
Packet Scoring Function: As seen above, the packet scor-
ing function is used to evaluate the quality of the alignment
between packet P and SSe, at each position m of SSe. It
is defined as follows:
Packet_Score(P,m, SSe) =
9∑
i=1
w(pi) ∗ s(pi,m) (1)
where i is the index of a peak in the packet P , w(pi) is
the weight associated with each peak pi of P , and s is the
“peak scoring function”, that gives a value to each peak in
SSe that is aligned with pi when P is at position m.
For each peak pi of packet P , we decided to set w(pi)
according to the probability of occurrence of the corre-
sponding ion in an experimental spectrum (for a Q-TOF
mass spectrometer, these probabilities can be found in [13],
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4: (a) Evolution of the quality and execution time of PSA in function of parameter T . (b) Evolution of the quality of the
results depending on the number of possible positions kept for a 110 Da width window. (c) Evolution of the quality of the
results depending on the number K of modifications searched by PSA. All the tests were conducted on the ISB_dataset.
[14]). In SSe, different factors could be used to define
s. For example, if we simply consider the presence of a
peak without any other information (such as peak intensity),
then s is set to 1 (see S1 in Fig.3(b)). It is also possible
to use the peak rank (i.e., the rank of the peak when
they are ordered by decreasing intensity) to produce more
elaborate values of s. Score S2 (resp. S3, S4, S5) in Fig.3(b)
sets s to C − peak_rank with C = 100 (C = 150,
C = 250 and c = 400, respectively). We also tested two
other peak scoring functions, referred to as S6 and S7 in
Fig.3(b): S6 uses a normalised intensity (i.e., s is set to
peak_intensity/highest_intensity), while in S7, s is set
to 1 + 1/(peak_rank + 1).
The tests we conducted on the ISB_dataset are sum-
marised in Fig.3(b). The comparison of these different values
using the AUC reveals that taking intensity into account
beyond the probabilistic weight w(pi) (see S2 to S7) does
not improve the results compared to S1. We therefore
decided to use S1 for our packet scoring function.
Filtering possible positions: Now that the packet scoring
function is set, we need to define the threshold T over
which a given alignment will be considered in the list of
possible positions. Experiments run on the ISB_dataset,
and illustrated in Fig.4(a), show that opting for a value
T > 8.00 weakens the results, while for any T ≤ 8.00,
the quality of the results remains roughly the same. In order
to substantially decrease the execution time, we look for the
greatest T that allows good results; we therefore decided to
set T = 8.00. Moreover, this corresponds to the following
intuitive idea: a position is kept if at least a b ion or a y ion
(for which the respective scores are 8.3 and 8.7) is used in
the alignment.
Another idea consists in filtering, this time by looking
at how each possible position contributes to the packet
score in comparison with other possible positions around it.
More precisely, our idea is to use a sliding window and to
keep only the best possible positions inside this window.
Experiments on the ISB_dataset (see Fig.4(b)) showed
that using a window with a width of 110 Da and keeping
only six possible positions per window is a good trade-
off. As an illustration, when we use this filtering on the
ISB_dataset, the average number of possible positions in
a given experimental spectrum drops from 260 to 80.
3.3 Fine tuning of PSA parameters
As an input, PSA needs a list of (pre-computed) possible
positions, a theoretical spectrum SSt and the maximum
number of modifications K that we allow. PSA then com-
putes the score of the best alignment between the set
of possible positions and the theoretical spectra, provided
the alignment contains at most K modifications. PSA also
outputs the list of modifications necessary to obtain this
result. Moreover, for each modification, PSA outputs its
position (in Daltons) and the corresponding mass difference
(in Daltons as well).
PSA Scoring Function: To compare theoretical and ex-
perimental spectra, we need to define the scoring function
used by PSA. The score S resulting from the alignment of
several packets on a subset of possible positions of SSe
will be the sum of each corresponding packet score, minus a
penalty of 10 for each modification. In fact, this modification
penalty, which is slightly higher than the score of a b or a y
ion (8.3 and 8.7 respectively), ensures that if PSA allows a
modification, then at least two more peaks will be aligned.
Otherwise, modifications that only align one more peak may
occur too frequently.
Setting the value of K: As a parameter in our tests, we
chose to use a value of K that was dependent on the size
of the two compared spectra. In fact, the longer a spectrum
is, the more its corresponding peptide could be subject to
modifications. Fig.4(c) shows that 0.15 modifications per
100 Da (i.e., 1 modification per 660 Da) guarantees the best
results.
4. Localisation of modifications
A first step toward the precise localisation of modifications
is correct peptide identification. However, such a localisation
raises new difficulties since it requires the perfect alignment
of SSt with SSe. While alignment methods work well in
most cases, they may sometimes detect unwanted modifica-
tions: this is mainly due to the fact that deciding whether
a peak represents an N-terminal ion or a C-terminal ion
is a difficult problem. In fact, in methods such as SA, a
given peak could be considered N-terminal and C-terminal
at the same time (of course, this may happen in experimental
spectra where peaks are superimposed, but this phenomenon
is not likely to frequently occur). However, allowing mod-
ifications during the alignment highly increases this risk
because a modification could cause such a superposition and
falsely increase the score.
In the case of PSA, the same problem can occur with
possible positions: when a group of peaks implies a possible
position p1, their respective symmetry can create a comple-
mentary possible position p2. The N-terminal peaks from
p1 (resp. p2) are considered as C-terminal peaks in p2 (resp.
p1).
In order to avoid this problem, we developed a new
method that we called PacketSpectralAlignment with Ex-
clusion List (or PSAwEL), in which we associate their
complementary position inside an exclusion list with each
possible position. Then, when PSAwEL tries to align a packet
on p2, for example, it checks whether p1 is already aligned.
If this is the case, then the contribution to the score for p2
(referred to as S2) will be changed to S2 − max(S1, S2),
where S1 is the contribution of p1 to the score. This implies
that p1 and p2 can both be aligned simultaneously, but in
that case, the score will not be increased.
Adding the exclusion list notion inside PSA changes its
complexity from O(kmp) (where k is the number of mod-
ifications, m the number of possible positions in SSe and
p the number of packets in SSt) to O(kmp2), considerably
increasing its execution time. Hence, we cannot use it to
search the entire databank. However, it can be used as a
subroutine, in order to improve the results given by another
method (such as PSA), by rescoring the n best results and
reordering them. More precisely, for each SSe, we keep the
n peptides with the n highest scores, and we apply PSAwEL
only to these peptides.
5. Identification Framework
In Fig.5, we illustrate our overall strategy to reduce
the complexity and increase the performance of peptide-
spectrum comparison in a complete peptide identification
framework. This framework takes advantage of all the im-
provements presented in this paper, including the PSAwEL
method, to allow the precise identification of modifications.
Since the mass spectrometer can only evaluate the masses of
peptides within a certain range, we filter the peptides from
the databank by taking only the peptides that match this
range into account (Fig.5 (b)). Experimental spectra (Fig.5
(f)) are filtered (Fig.5 (g)), as explained in Section 3.1. Next,
symmetry is applied on both spectra (Fig.5 (d,h)), as ex-
plained in Section 2. Then, for experimental spectra, possible
positions are created and filtered (Fig.5 (i)), as explained in
Section 3.2. These steps are necessary to prepare the data to
be compared using PSA (Fig.5 (k)). Using our PSA method
allows a rapid identification of peptides, even in the presence
of unexpected modifications. We then use PSAwEL only on
the best scores given by PSA (Fig.5 (l)) making it possible
to enhance the order of the results and, more importantly, to
precisely localise the modifications. In this particular case
(enhancing PSA using PSAwEL on a subset of the results),
we chose to keep only the best n = 100 results for each
spectrum.
Starting from a set of experimental spectra and a databank,
once all the steps from this framework have been executed,
we obtain an associated peptide for each spectrum (corre-
sponding to the highest score match), together with a list of
modifications.
Fig. 5: The framework we propose to improve spectra
identification in presence of modifications. Steps with a bold
border are developed in this paper.
6. Results
6.1 PSA versus SA
Modifications: In order to evaluate the behaviour of PSA
and SA in the presence of modifications, we needed to
introduce modifications inside the databank. To do so, we
chose to use PAM matrices [18]. A PAM matrix contains the
probability for each amino acid to mutate into another [18].
By definition, a PAM matrix induces 1 modification per 100
amino acids, but it is possible to apply it several times to
increase its effect. For example, applying a PAM40 matrix
is the same as applying a PAM1 matrix 40 times, and
thus represents a higher average number of modifications.
Consequently, it is possible to tune the distance we want to
obtain between modified and unmodified sequences, simply
by choosing a specific value x for the PAMx matrix. Table 1
shows the percentage of sequence identity obtained by com-
paring peptide sequences with their mutated version using
different PAMx matrices, on the 18mix_rice1700 databank.
Table 1: Percentage of sequence identity between unmodified
and modified peptides using different PAMx matrices on the
18mix_rice1700 databank.
Mutations N/A PAM10 PAM20 PAM40 PAM60 PAM80
Identity 100% 90.3% 82.3% 68.1% 57.4% 48.8%
We ran both methods, PSA and SA, on our experi-
mental dataset using different PAMx matrices, in order to
artificially mutate the 18mix_rice1700 databank. Even if
SA was primarily designed to detect few post translational
modifications, it is still adapted to detect other types of
modifications in greater quantity. This test allows us to
evaluate the behaviour of PSA as a function of the number
of modifications. PSA and SA are both similarly parame-
terised, when possible: we search for the same number of
modifications and the same filtering methods are applied to
the databank. Using those parameters and filtering methods,
we ran both PSA and SA on the ISB_dataset and on
the 18mix_rice1700 databank, where both databanks were
modified using different PAM matrices (i.e., PAM0, PAM10,
PAM20, PAM40, PAM60 and PAM80).
(a) (b)
Fig. 6: (a) AUC values of PSA and SA for the search
of the ISB dataset with different types of modifications
on the databank 18mix_rice1700. (b) ROC curves for
PSA and SA for the search of the ISB_dataset on
the 18mix_rice1700_PAM10 databank with a logarithmic
scale for the FPR.
In order to evaluate the results provided by SA and PSA,
we defined what we consider to be an expected identification.
In the presence of modifications, the distance separating each
databank peptide from the unmodified peptide found in the
ISB results is computed. This distance is computed using the
Needleman-Wunsch global alignment algorithm [19]. If this
distance, which characterises the number of modifications
between the two peptide sequences, is below a given value
D, we consider the peptide from the databank as an expected
result. We defined D using the same rule as for parameter
K: D = ((Mpeptide/0.0015) + 1), i.e., using this value for
D allows an average of one modification per 660 Da (1
modification every 5-6 amino acids). Note that the +1 is due
to the fact that modifications at the beginning of a peptide
are not counted within the K modifications tolerated. That
way, for each comparison, we are able to detect whether the
result is a positive identification.
We then computed each area under the ROC curve (AUC)
using ROCR [15], as explained in Section 2. In Fig.6 (a),
we can see a plot of the different AUC values as a function
of the PAMx matrix applied. We can easily see that PSA
behaves better than SA in all the cases. We can also observe
that difficulties arise in both methods when PAMx matrices
are applied, with x ≥ 40.
Using the AUC values, we can see that, globally, PSA
gives better results than SA, but a direct look at the ROC
curves (Fig.6 (b)) reveals another major difference. In this
figure, we can see that the PSA ROC curve grows faster
than the SA ROC curve, and that PSA gives good results
for small FPR. For example, if we want a maximum FPR
of 1% we obtain a TPR of 47.1% for PSA versus 13.5% for
SA. Fig.6 (b) also shows a big difference in the results for
an FPR of less than 10%.
Table 2: Average execution time of PSA versus SA on the
ISB_dataset on a regular machine (Athlon X2 4800+ with
2GB of RAM).
Method Avg. time (ISB dataset) Avg. time (1 spectrum)
PSA 16,800 seconds 28.5 seconds
SA 84,000 seconds 142.5 seconds
The benefits of the packet notion from PSA are clearly
visible in the execution time (see Table 2). In fact, the
execution time of PSA is five times faster than the execution
time of SA on the same input data.
6.2 Brachypodium
Experimental tests were undertaken to evaluate the capac-
ity of our new framework to localise unexpected modifica-
tions. To do this, we used a set of experimental spectra com-
ing from the analysis of a globulin from the Brachypodium
organism compare to the databank containing the first chro-
mosome of Brachypodium. Table 3 shows the number of
analysed spectra, the number of identified spectra (peptides
from the input protein that have obtained the higher score)
for both PSA and our new framework (the only difference
is that step Fig.5(l) is only applied for the framework case),
the number of different identified peptides and, finally, the
number of modified spectra detected (expected or not) using
the framework.
Table 3: Number of identified peptides and of localized
modifications on Brachypodium experimental data.
Brachypodium dataset
# Spectra 846
# Id. Peptides (PSA) 92
# Id. Peptides (Framework) 135
# Diff. Id. Pep. (PSA) 10
# Diff. Id. Pep. (Framework) 17
# Localized Modif. (Framework) 32
By comparing the number of identified peptides obtained
by PSA alone and by our framework, we can see the
interest of rescoring using PSAwEL. We can note that a
higher number of different peptides implies a better protein
coverage, and a greater chance to find modifications.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a solution to deal with the
peptide identification problem in the case of unsequenced
species.
We first showed how we strongly enhanced PSA, a method
we developed in [1], by selecting the most interesting
alignment positions and by fixing each parameter, such as the
filtering of the peaks or the number of allowed modifications.
All of these improvements were validated in terms of (i)
quality and (ii) speed in comparison to the reference method,
SA, on experimental data [3]. These results confirmed that
PSA behaves better than SA and is therefore a good choice
for our new framework.
We then presented a new method, PSAwEL, that makes it
possible to increase first rank identifications in presence of
modifications.
We have then proposed integrating all of these improve-
ments, together with PSAwEL, within a new peptide iden-
tification framework. This new framework was evaluated
using Brachypodium experimental data, showing that it led
to the improvement of the number of first-ranked peptide
identifications.
In the future, we plan to add another step to this frame-
work, in order to be able to automatically interpret the de-
tected modifications. Such an interpretation may be possible
in most cases by using a databank that references all known
modifications.
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